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The President’s – PRATTLE
It was very gratifying to see so many CMR members attend the celebration of Corina Murray’s life, held at CMR a
couple of Saturdays ago. Thanks to those whom attended and showed their support for John and Kathy Palm and
their families.
The Wednesday crew have now finished the installation of the Fern Road extension. It has been commissioned
and is ready for use. All being well it will be open and used on our next Niana running day. Again, many thanks to
John Watson and his crew for the many hours of hard work.
The first week Wednesday school holiday run was a complete wash out and the day was cancelled at around
11am as not one patron turned up at the Wilson Park Station. The following Wednesday the weather was much
kinder and numbers were better than expected. This run day was hampered by very poor member participation to
help out. These days are now a very important part of CMR’s revenue stream and need to be supported as much
as any other running day.
I would like to officially welcome new member John Bollans to our association. John brings along his very well
presented BL35 (see the Castledare Members and Friends Face Book page for pictures). It was very nice to see
John attend the full days running on the School holiday Wednesday last week. He is now conversant with our
operations and signals and will be qualifying as a CMR driver very soon. Welcome John.
As always we must encourage and congratulate our junior members on their great enthusiasm and their dedication
to the club and its members. Thanks boys and girls, keep up the great work.
Until next time please visit your club and its facilities. They are there for all of us to enjoy.
Mike Crean
President, Castledare Miniature Railway
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CMR Calendar - August 2017
Sun
30

Mon
31

Tue
1

Wed
2
Work Day

Thu
3

Fri
4

Sat
5
Pre-run
clean-up

6
Niana
Run Day
DO: Craig

7

8

9
Work Day

10

11
Committee
meeting

12
Work day

13
Member’s
Day

14

15

16
Work Day

17

18
Work Night

19

20

21

22

23
Work Day

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
Work Day

31

Wilson
Run Day
DO: *

* No DO specified on the roster – volunteer required.

*************************************************
From the Treasurer
Little and Often

Driving DPM is in reality the same as any other steam engine but every engine and type has its slight differences.
The cylinders on Denis have large diameter pistons and long travel so have the ability to use steam at a larger rate
than engine with smaller cylinders but similar size boiler. The other thing about DPM its that the size of its fire
grate is quite small both in area and depth below the fire hole door. The reason for this is the lack of space
between the frames and intermediate wheels. The grate is about 8” square and only 2 “ deep whereas John
Millman’s grate is 11” X 10 and 3” deep. J.M also has much smaller cylinders. Phoenix has a long narrow fire box
14” x 4” by 2” deep. All three engines need to be fired differently, however the same principle applies when
producing steam. Only bright burning coal heats water. I know that sounds obvious but I see time and again
people making the same mistake and running out of steam and it’s more often than not because they have a dead
black fire.
DPM due to its small fire grate area needs to be fired frequently when travelling from Niana out to Wilson and
back. Phoenix is very much the same but not quite so much and J M only needs about 4 shovels of coal at Wilson.
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Also due to the large pistons on DPM people tend to use far more steam than is necessary. Once underway I only
use enough steam to keep the train moving, This can vary depending on its weight and also I notch back on the
reverser to limit the amount of steam entering the cylinders especially on the flat to keep things trundling along.
Water levels in the boiler is also very important. Small amounts of water injected frequently into the boiler while
running boils much faster than waiting until it’s 3/4 empty and then having to fill it with lots of cold water. It’s the
same as making a cup of coffee. One only puts enough water in the kettle for one cup if you want it to boil quickly!
Too often I see an engine come back into the station with water only just above the bottom nut on the gauge glass,
very little fire and only about 50 psi of steam. Then the first thing the driver does is put on the injector, which only
reduces steam pressure. As long as there is water showing in the gauge glass then the first thing to do is get a
good hot fire going as quickly as possible. Put no more than 4 shovels of coal on, turn on the blower and wait till
steam begins to rise again. Once the coal that has been put into the firebox has burned through nice and bright
and steam pressure is rising put another 3 to 4 shovels of coal on and once the steam pressure is around 95 then
put on the injector to fill the boiler. You may have to turn it off if pressure drops below 80 psi and then turn on
again when it’s back to 95.
Another important thing is the size of coal. An ex CMR member who reckoned he knew everything told me the
larger the lumps of coal the better the fire would be. The optimum size varies slightly with the size of the firebox
but generally 1” to 1.5” or 25mm to 45 mm is I find the best. The reason being that the larger number of areas that
are burning at the same time produce more heat. It’s why a gas burner on the stove has many holes and not one.
Smaller lumps burn brighter and faster although if too small then it burns away too fast.
On a typical run from Niana out to Wilson and back with Dennis I start with the water showing just below the top
nut on the gauge 100psi steam and the fire built up to the bottom of the fire hole door and the blower shut. As
there is a climb out of Niana station any more water in the boiler can cause the engine to prime. At the top of the
bank just before the short loop points I close the regulator and notch back on the reverser one or two notches and
let the train drift down to the Bailey bridge. By this time often the safeties have lifted so I put on the injector. I use
the right hand one as for me it’s easy to see if it’s working and easier to handle. I have a quick look at the fire and
if it’s burnt through may put on a couple shovels of coal. I then turn off the injector and open the regulator just
enough to keep the train moving over the Dual bridge at 4 km. When the rear of the train has crossed the bridge
the track drops away and the train gathers speed and time to check the fire, generally about 3 shovels of coal one
each side of the fire and one in the middle. By this time the safeties are blowing again so on with the injector and
keeping the regulator cracked just enough to maintain track speed. I repeat this procedure another couple of times
until the run down through the living tunnel to the bottom of the Wilson bank. At this stage I have a good fire 100
psi of steam and water just below the top nut so as to prevent priming while climbing the bank into Wilson station.
Depending on the weight of the train I will notch up the reverser and as soon as I get to the top of the bank or
sometimes before if the engine is blowing off its on with the injector shut the regulator and let the train run down
through the Station. Open the fire doors, knock down the fire with the shovel and put 3 to 4 shovels of coal on and
notch back again on the reverser. As the run beside the river is quite flat I just use the injector maybe once to
maintain the water just below the top nut and if it starts to blow off open the fire hole doors and put a couple of
shovels on by the passing loop. This will than give plenty of steam to take the train up through the reverse curves
and over the Dual bridge and the climb to Stanbridge. Keeping the regulator cracked just enough to take the train
over Stanbridge at 4 km it’s on with the injector again and 2 to 3 shovels of coal. This is generally enough to get
the train up and around the steep climb behind the clubrooms (I believe this the hardest part of the trip as the
curve is long and the bank steeper than many realise) and into the station. Every three trips I let the fire burn down
a bit but maintaining steam pressure and once in Niana turn on the blower and give the fire a good rake to break
up any clinker that may have formed then build up the fire letting it burn through until steam is back at 95psi and
then fill the boiler again. It is only after I have filled the boiler that I fill the tender tanks. They are not very big on
Dennis so always best to fill them after you have filled the boiler.
I often see members when they drive Dennis open the regulator far more than is necessary. This has an effect on
two things. One of using more steam than is necessary and also the strong pull of the large cylinders, combined
with a short boiler and smoke box, destroys the fire and draws hot coals and cinders from the fire through the
tubes into the smoke box. When this happens at the same time as an over filled boiler that is priming, the spark
arrestor in the smoke box is made wet and the cinders then cling to the spark arrester and prevent the fire from
breathing and drawing correctly. When driving engines that do not need to be fired as often as DPM, I still use the
injector little and often.
I have learnt what I know at first from my observations while riding the footplate of the HVTR W class locos when I
was heavily involved there, and then from over 20 years at CMR and of course I was very fortunate to gain much
knowledge from John Millman, an ex British Railways fireman and driver of many years experience in the fifties
and sixties with the GWR.
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School Runs
The first Wednesday of the school holidays was a complete washout with no passengers. The usual brave
members turned up. I went home with a bad head cold after dropping off the tickets and after notices were put out
at Wilson Station and everyone went home.
The next Wednesday the rain held off and we had 370 passengers, so a good steady day but problems with the
top points made running a bit challenging as we could only use one road. We had a new junior member Shaun
Elliott, a mate of Dion’s and he did a good job as Station Assistant. There was also a problem with COC with the
front bogie derailing. This was found to be due to the left hand rear front axle bearing having seized and causing
the end of the shaft to wear completely away allowing the wheel to move back. There were some fun and games
at the end of the day getting it back into the shed with both Vic and John Watson sitting on the front while I slowly
drove it back, we had to re-rail it about 6 times in the process.
It has since had the bogie removed and the offending axle has had an extension welded on and turned to take the
new bearing. All four bearings will be renewed and there will be some modification made so as the end of the
axles can be seen while rotating in the axle boxes. It is hoped to have it back in service by the end of the month.
Comet Vale is still moving ahead but breakdowns such as COC delay it just that bit more.
The July Niana run was another very good day with around 1000 passengers and good sales in the canteen.
There were some problems with signals approaching Niana and points which caused a bit of a bank up of trains
early on but then things seem to run fairly steady until the end of the day when problems arose getting trains out of
traffic and into the sheds and operating into the Station. I ran DPM and it went very well with no problems all day.
The Wilson 3 Sunday run there were 370 passengers with 4 trains running, one being Richard’s new Tinkerbell
and Luke with the RA. A number of members were able to get in some driver training with Terry Skinner obtaining
his Guard ticket.
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Canteen Fence
On the third Saturday after Rod Bradley turned up it was decided to try and finish off the replacing of the canteen
fence. This is a project that Rod had taken on with the help of others so Rod, Julian, John Palm, myself and Stork
we managed to get the new chain link in place and laced onto the top rail. As it turned out we did not know the
correct way to go about doing this, but when Stork arrived to help he quickly informed us how we should have
used a HEARRING BONE, which of course he had but it was at home and that was how he used to do it many,
many years ago when he was working up North. However we persevered and a good job was done with just the
bottom to be done to finish the job off.
Clubroom Heater
As most of you know, no one hates the cold more than myself. It is why there is a fan heater in the Clubrooms for
when members arrive early while some are still in their warm bed and for meetings and such like. The heater is
very efficient when the doors are kept closed, but when they are open it really struggles to heat the entire surface
of the world. It is also just plain carless and lazy that it has been left on at least twice after the Clubrooms have
been locked up. So if you use the heater and then go outside, shut the doors and check that it is turned off when
leaving and locking up.
Picnic ground trees trimmed
I was sick the weekend of the Saturday work day but I’m told that John Palm had the use of a Cherry Picker and
was able to trim back some dead branches in the picnic ground with the help of those that were there.
Unfortunately the wheels of the truck found an old soak well that used to be part of the retic system. On the
Sunday Member’s day, thanks to Terry, the drain valves on the yellow set that allows the air line to be drained of
water when used with steam brakes, the original valves did not stand up to the job and his replacement units have
sorted out that small problem. I’m told that he steamed up John Millman to get in some experience in driving and
firing and Dion had Dennis in steam.
Roger Mathews

*************************************************
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THE WATO-STUART “TINKERBELL”
By Richard Stuart
The original Tinkerbell 0-4-2 was designed and built in England by Roger Marsh back in the late 60s
(see Figure 1). A young Keith Watson saw the original “Tink” and was inspired to build his own variant,
with generally similar layout but upgraded to 0-6-0 configuration using an articulated rear axle. Keith’s
loco, christened “Dennis P Moore”, has had a long life in service at Castledare and is set to haul
passenger trains into the foreseeable future. Elsewhere, the basic Tinkerbell design has proved very
popular and many of them are now running with numerous variants and adaptations made by their many
builders.

Figure 1 - The Original Tinkerbell (photo: Moors Valley Railway)

In recent years, Keith started work on another Tink, more closely following the original design.
However, he decided it was finally time to retire from his long and successful loco-building career, so
reluctantly decided to sell the part-built loco for someone else to finish. It was bought by Richard Stuart,
who set to work to complete Keith’s project (see Figure 2).

Figure 2- Keith's Rolling Chassis

Richard saw the simple and robust Tinkerbell design as an ideal passenger hauler for Castledare. He
decided to finish it with an enclosed cab and fit an air compressor for through-train braking. After some
consideration he also decided to build a new locomotive type boiler. Some CAD work produced designs
for the superstructure and boiler, and laser cut parts were produced from the computer-generated
drawings.
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Construction began at Richard’s workshop in Mundaring. The simple superstructure came together
quickly, using laser cut and machine formed parts (see Figure 3).

Figure 3 - Superstructure under Construction. Trish Critically Assesses the Driver's Facilities

Boiler parts were also laser cut and sourced from Intersteel in Canning Vale. This saved a lot of work,
although there was still quite a lot of finishing to do, including weld preps and tube holes (see Figure 4).

Figure 4 - Drilling the Boiler Tube Plates

During construction, Richard received substantial encouragement, supervision and assistance from the
technical support team, comprised of Luke Mills and Julian Cross. They are pictured below (see Figure
5), looking well pleased with themselves after assisting with offloading the new loco for the first time at
CMR.
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Figure 5 - Arrival at Castledare, assisted by the Technical Support Team; Luke Mills and Julian Cross

The final task was for Phil Gibbons, the boiler inspector, to witness the steam test on the new boiler.
With new boiler certificate in hand, the Tink set out across the turntable for its first trials on the main line
(see Figure 6). After a couple of minor teething problems it settled down well for several circuits of the
track with various drivers at the controls.

Figure 6 - Boiler Newly Certified. Now out for Track Testing

The ultimate test was to send it out into the demanding environment of passenger hauling on a public
run day (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7 - The Working Career Begins - Passenger Service at Niana

The first impression of the new loco is that it is great fun to drive. The driver is down close to the track
and in touch with every movement of the loco. The big boiler steams well and the loco has the power
and adhesive weight to haul fully loaded trains with ease.
The one thing missing now is a name. Suggestions (appropriate and clean) are invited from all CMR
members.

*************************************************
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Castledare Gallery
July Run Day
(Photographer – P. Stuart)

Carmel, the Tinkerbell and Sumo steaming up

Sumo lending a hand to push G535 back to Niana!

*************************************************
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